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Complete On-Demand Clone 

Included with Purchase: 
 Ordering + Delivery On-Demand options 
 Stripe Credit Card Processing System + 

Payments to Multiple Parties 
 Business portal 
 Driver portal 
 Admin portal 
 Orders delivered by business or independent 

contractor available 
 On-location services + mile radius’ for Open 

Businesses 
 Fax Order Option 
 Inventory Management 

Complete On-Demand Clone is sold as is and for singular use. 

Resell rights are not included without consent 
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Also included with your purchase of  
Complete On Demand Clone

 Marketing Desktop Site included (Splash 
page, Driver page, Business page, Contact 
Us page, and Business/Admin login) 

 Free Privacy Policy, User T.O.S, and 
Business T.O.S included ($500 value) 



Complete On-Demand Clone was originally created based off of leading on demand apps such as
GrubHub/Seamless, Postdates, DoorDash, UberEats, ChowNow, and others. Often times this is called a clone
so the experience is not unique and almost entirely copied from something you’ve seen before in an on
demand app.

How Complete On-Demand Clone works 

The Customer Experience:

To start a user will start a new customer account (“Auth”) then proceed to the “App” Tab. From there when
location permissions are enabled the user will see the “List” Tab which is a group of available (if any) businesses
in range (if a user’s location permission settings are turned off the “No Location” tab will appear notifying the
user to enable location permission settings).

Once the customer sees a list of businesses available the customer can then select a business and view that
businesses menu. From there the user can go back to see different business menus or stay with the current
option and start selecting items.

To select an item all a user has to do is click the item. From there the “Item Configuration” popup will appear
given the user some choices to make before officially adding the given item to their cart. First the user will see
the item name and description, from there they can add any notes to the item (such as how they may want their
food cooked), alter the quantity (1-9), and in some chances choose between Add-ons that can be added to the
said item. After all decisions are made an “Add Item” button.

After an item has been added to the customer’s cart a “View Cart” button will hover at the bottom of the
screen. A customer can continue scrolling through the menu and adding items or if the customer decides to click
the “View Cart” button then the “Floating Group Cart” group will appear hovering at the top of the screen with
a preview of the customer’s cart. Also the “View Cart” button’s text will change (by condition) at this moment to
“Go To Checkout”.

At the “Checkout” Tab information will be displayed from top to bottom in this order: Items (+ quantities, items
notes, and price), below that is the Order Type (“Delivery” or “Pickup” with options to select either), followed by
Delivery Address and Driver Tip (Both will hide if “Pickup” is selected), below Driver Tip is Payment which will
show what card is selected or if there is no card the customer can simply click the text on the right that says “Add
Card” (from there the “Add Card” popup will appear and the user can type in credit card details to add), below
that will be the final order totals: Subtotal, Tax, Driver Tip (unless order type is “Pickup), Delivery Fee (if selected
business has a Delivery Fee or order type is not “Pickup”), along with a field for the user to add any “Additional
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Notes”, and the final part on the page/Tab is the “Pay $X.XX & Order” button (this will initiate a stripe credit card
charge, if the card is declined or there are other errors relating to the charge the order will be declined).

After clicking the “Pay $X.XX & Order” button the Tab will change to “Post Order”. Here the user will updated as a
driver is selected (if necessary), and a business accepts or declines the order.

Finally the customer will be brought to the “Order” Tab with details of the placed order and an estimated delivery
time

Driver’s Experience 

To begin a driver will first sign up at the “Auth” Tab, instead of signing up as customer the user can select a text
option at the bottom of the screen that says “Drive for Complete On-Demand Clone”.

After clicking this the user will provide basic identifying information then the next page will request driving related
info such as a picture of their license and insurance. After this info is submitted someone with access to the Admin
page will have to go over the driver’s details and accept or decline them.

Once a user has been accepted and becomes a driver on the Complete On-Demand Clone platform the process is
very straight forward. When the driver logs in they will see a page showing 3 sections: New Orders, Accepted
Orders, and Delivered Orders.
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When the driver logs in they will see a page showing 3 sections:
New orders, Accepted Orders, and Delivered Orders. To accept
an order a driver simply clicks an order (with delivery info
viewable) from the “New Orders” section, once this happens a
“Accept Order” button will popup so the driver can confirm they
want to accept and deliver this order.
In the background this will set off a alert to the business that is
part of the order. This is the first time the business is seeing this
order and they have the option of accepting or declining the
order. If the business declines then the order is cancelled, user
refunded, and the driver is no longer part of that order.

When the business accepts the order, then
driver then is taken to another page with order
details. The selected order then moves over to
the “Accepted Orders” section until the user
clicks “Mark as Delivered”.

Note: After clicking “Mark as Delivered” Strip
processes funds within 1-2 days and On-
Demand App distributes the funds to each
appropriate amount XX hours after.

Business Experience 

The business experience takes 2 different paths (determined by screen width when logging in). On mobile the
business experience is geared towards receiving new orders and taking action.

The desktop experience is designed for management of the business’ info and offerings. On mobile when a
business logs in new orders appear on top with green and red accept/decline buttons.

After an order is accepted it will remain on the page without any buttons and new orders will appear above with
accept/decline buttons. After accepting an order the business has an opportunity to make “Partial Refunds”
(item by item) or “Add to Order” if a user requests a non-menu item in their notes.

NOTE:
After accepting an order order funds are processed by Stripe within 1-2 days and Complete 

On-Demand Clone distributes the funds to each appropriate amount XX hours after.
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Admin Experience

This is where the admin account can accept or decline businesses and drivers that want to join your platform.
After businesses and drivers have applied after accepting them you will have to provide identifying information
and bank information so each party can be properly paid out via direct deposit methods.
Under the “Businesses” section the Admin user can select a business and edit the business’ information along
with add, alter, or delete any menu items. Business themselves can do this too when logging on to their
Business account via the Desktop website.

Under the “Orders” section the Admin user can check up on any orders, see relevant information, and if
needed refund any orders.
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(Where the mobile experience loads from):
Tabs and Groups you will see and what they do (Note: To see more in-depth info for each group, tab, popup, etc.
inspect them and see if any conditions are attached).

 Floating Group A: Header Address - When the Geo-Location Icon is clicked and address search bar comes up.
After the address is input, the user’s Geo Location will be set to this address.

 Header List Search - When the Magnifying Glass Icon is clicked a search field will come up so a user can
search different businesses.

 Header Alternatives - When a user’s tab is “Order” the header will change to focus on this.
 Header Checkout - A header designed for the checkout page specifically.
 Header Business - A displayed when a user clicks a Business and views Business’ Menu
 Header List - Present when Tab List is visible. This is the main header with menu options along with a

GeoLocation Icon is change the user’s address and a Magnifying Glass Icon to search.
 Group Focus A / Group Focus B:
 Group PZ - Both groups support the menu (Dashboard - Orders - Settings - Support - Logout). The Menu can be

edited under Group PZ.

A. App Page 

Header Alternatives

Header Business

Header Checkout

Header Search

Header List
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Tabs

 No Location - Shows when a user’s geolocation permissions are not turned on. A user can change their
location and manually input after.

 Support / Settings / Orders - Pages accessible by the menu option on the top left. Support has fields to
report any issues to the App’s support email. Settings shows a user’s info - first name, last name, mobile
number, and previous delivery address. Orders shows the user’s list of previous order.

 Order - Shows a receipt like page once a user has clicked on a previous order.
 Post Checkout - A screen that shows after a user has clicked the order button and the app alerts the

selected business and any possible drivers (if needed by the business).
 Checkout - A checkout page with options to edit the delivery address, tip amount, order notes, and change

the order from delivery to pickup, if the user wants.
 Business - The previously clicked Business’ menu.
 List - A list of available business that is seen when the page is loaded (when user’s geolocation permissions

are enabled).
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 Popup Item Configuration - When an item is
clicked the item’s name and description are
displayed here along with any possible item add-
ons. Also here the user can select a quantity of 1-9
of this item and add any notes they may want the
business to see with this order. Popup Add Card -
Accessible at the checkout page. This is a popup
with fields for credit card info to add a credit card
to the user’s account.

 Popup Cards - A popup showing which credit cards
the user has on file.

 Popup Custom Tip - When a user decides to add a
custom tip this group popups and the user can put
in a dollar amount. Currently it is set to only accept
amounts of $4 or more

Popups:

 Floating Group Cart - After an item has been
added to the user’s cart this group will show at the
top of the Business Group (Business’ Menu) as
preview of the user’s cart.

 Floating Group View Cart - This button group pops
up after adding an item (same time as the Floating
Group Cart), this button will take a user to the
checkout page. Floating Group

 Cancel Order - A popup that will show when a user
clicks an option to cancel the order.

Floating Group

B. Auth. Page 

Groups:
 Signup Group – This is the group a customer will input their info (first name, last name, mobile number, email,

and password). Below is a link to the TOS. Clicking Submit will initiate signing the user up and creating a new
stripe customer.

 Login – A basic sign-in page that checks for correct info. This is the page a new user will see as well, under the
login button there is clickable text (Create An Account) for a new user to sign up a go to the Signup Group.

 Forgot Password – When a user requests a new password this is where they will enter their email and be
emailed a new temporary password.

 New Password – Here a user (either with a forgotten password request, or a new business) enters their new
password.

 Signup Driver Step 1 & Signup Driver Step 2 – Both groups are basic signup pages for drivers. Step 2 requests
photo uploads of a driver’s licenses and copy of insurance.

 Signup Driver Post – The new page a driver will see after applying for a driver account.
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Group: 
Signup Business – This is the page a business will input their business and business owner info to sign up (Date of 
Birth works like a rotary phone, you can only go back 11 year stretches, at a time. You have to select, then select 
again). 

After submitting the decision to approve this business is made in the Admin Page.

C. Sell Page 
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D. Driver’s Page

Tabs and Groups you will see and what they do (Note: To see more in-depth info for each group, tab, popup, etc.
inspect them and see if any conditions are attached).

Tabs:
 Orders - When a driver logs in they will see the Orders Tab. This tab will show 3 sections New orders, Accepted

Orders, and Delivered Orders. Within the “Orders” Tab are 3 repeating groups for each section (New, Accepted,
and Delivered).

 Order - This tab will show when a driver has clicked an order and hit “Accept Delivery” and the Business also
has accepted. This will show basic order details required for the delivery.

Groups:
 Post Confirmation Group - Once a driver clicks “Accept Delivery” while waiting for the Business to accept they

will see this group and its updates.

Tabs and Groups you will see and what they do (Note: To see more in-depth info for each group, tab, popup,
etc. inspect them and see if any conditions are attached).
Tabs: Orders - New orders will be shown here with Accept/Decline buttons. After an order has been accepted it
will stay on the page without buttons and new orders will appear on top.

Popups:
 Popup Add to Order - When a Business clicks “Add to Order” a popup will show with options to add a name

and charge amount.
 Popup Itemized Refund - When a Business needs to create a refund for singular items (not the whole order) a

Business can click “Refund Item” and a popup will be visible with the item name and an option to either click
“Refund Item” or cancel and just hit “Close” on the popup.

E. Business Page:
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F. Admin/Dashboard Page:

Tabs and Groups you will see and what they do (Note: To see more in-depth info for each group, tab, popup, etc.
inspect them and see if any conditions are attached).

 Group Business Master - When an Admin accounts logs in this is the first group they will see. Here they can
click businesses to accept/decline new applying business or add/edit data for approved businesses.

 Group Business Outer Group Business Details - Here an Admin can add or edit basic business information.

 Group Stripe Details - Before Approving a Business an Admin must enter the identifying data and bank
information for Stripe.

 Popup Bank Account - In the “Stripe Details” group after clicking “Add Bank Account” this popup will show
with fields for a Routing Number and Account Number.

 Popup Seller Details - After “Add Seller Details” this popup will show asking for a Social Security Number or
EIN.

 Group Business Hours Open - Enter the same data for all date fields, and from left to right for each day set an
opening and closing time then hit the “Update” button. If a business isn’t open a day, leave it blank. The field
at the bottom is a field that shows for closed businesses. Here an Admin will type in the businesses hours as a
text field. When closed this will give users a guide as to when this business will be available next.

 Group Menu - Here the Admin account can start to set up a businesses menu beginning with section name,
dates this section is visible in the menu along with possible start/end times. Below once items are added they
will start to populate the area on the left that reads “Current cell’s Section’s Name (Current cell’s Sec…” at this
field the user can search for a created “Add-on Section” and add the “Add-on Section” with all its “Add-ons” to
a whole Menu Section’s Items (instead of constantly creating the same Add-ons and Add-on Sections for every
item with the same exact Add-on options — Add-ons are created further down the page). This is done using
the Copy Add-on Section API Workflow. Below that is a field to create and add details for menu items from
Menu Name, to Select a section (for the item), Description, Price, and Quantity. Under the item creation
section is an area to select a created item from the menu and create an “Add-on Section” (where Add-on
items will fall under) and a maximum number of choices that Add-on choices that can be chosen to add-on to
the item. The next section below a user can then select a menu item and create an “Add-on” then choose an
additional price ( 0 on up) and then choose which “Add-on Section” to add it to. At the bottom is an option to
select an item an add an “Add-on Section to it. Below that is a button called “Show Full Menu” this will open
up a new page with the Business’ complete menu.

Menu Data Hierarchy: 
Menu Sections (Ex: Lunch) Items (Ex: Burger) Add-on Sections (Ex: Extras?) Add-ons (Ex: Cheese, Bacon, Onions) 
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 Group Fees - Here a Business can add a “Delivery Fee” (If the business is “Business Delivering” — meaning the
Business delivers their own orders, if the Business is not “Business Delivering” this field won’t show). Every
Business can add a delivery minimum. Every Business also has an “Order %” field, this is your commission per
order that you receive as the Complete On-Demand Clone. If Business is “Subcontractor Delivering” there is a
second field that is visible called “Order Delivery %” this is a separate total fee that can be charged to this
business for using drivers from Complete On-Demand Clone’s platform.

 Group Order History - A field of previous orders for this business at a glance.

 Group Orders Master - After clicking “Orders” on the header above the Admin user will be brought to this page
showing recent Orders at a glance along with date, order number, and refund or not status.

 Group Orders Outer - Basic order info plus fields on the right to either Refund the Order or send funds to the
business for any possible unexpected errors.

 Group Drivers Master - After the Admin user clicks “Drivers” from the Header at the top of the page there
Group Drivers Master will appear showing current and applying drivers waiting for a decision. Clicking either will
show Group Drivers Outer

 Group Drivers Outer - This a page with the drivers basic info, driving info and on the right identifying info, and
bank account info for Stripe. This is where Drivers will be accepted or declined. Below Stripe details on the right
is a few “Delivered Analytics” if need along with Past Delivery History at the bottom.

G. API Workflows

Workflows that are triggered when certain events or actions take place.
 Cancel Order - When an order is not responded to be either a driver or business it is cancelled within 5 minutes.

A user can also cancel an order or a business can outright decline the order. When any of these events occur this
API is triggered.

 Copy Add-on Section - In the Admin or Dashboard section, when a business or admin decides to copy a “Add-on
Section” to a whole Menu Section’s items this workflow is triggered to accomplish that task.

 Distribute - This is where all the math happens and each party gets paid. Stripe first captures the payment then
the math is done to give Stripe their 2.9% of the order + .30 cut. After that the charge is divided up amongst the
respective parties and scheduled for transfer. This is also where Complete On-Demand Clone takes its cut.

 Email - Once an order is accepted, email receipts are automatically sent to all involved parties. Currently
workflows are set up for orders that contain 1-9 items, receipt emails for Customers, Drivers, and Businesses.
Any orders with 9 or more items gets an attachment with all the items. This is because you have to create a new
template for every Send Grid email (so an 8 item email and a 3 item email are 2 slightly different templates). You
can create your own template and plug in your info, the 1-item emails have directions written in. All email
workflows have all the dynamic info already entered, you just need to create the templates.
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Or if you want something simple create 1 template (for all parties) at SendGrid and add a receipt attachment (as
done in the 9-item templates).

Post Order - Once an order has been placed by a customer this app is triggered which sets off a call alert to the
business, 2 PDF conversion steps (email receipts - Order, and faxes - Receipt), and an optional fax to the business.
This would be a good place to add a notification of new orders if you wanted to.

Update Quantity - This API is triggered when an item is removed from the customer’s cart to keep the inventory
correct for the business.

H. Major Plugins:

 ClickSed SMS - On the Desktop website when someone 
requests a text message with links to your app store 
listings this plugin is used. 

 PDF Generator - Generates PDF. Need an account to 
generate PDF conversions. 

 Send Emails With SendGrid - $9.95/mo. Best email 
option on Bubble currently. 

 Send Texts And Calls With Twilio - The phone call alert 
uses this plugin.  

 Stripe.js – Credit card processing and disbursing funds is 
done with this plugin. 
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Additional Notes

This app uses States and Tabs to change “pages”.

Orders pass through stages:
 Stage 1: Customer places an order
 Stage 2: Driver accepts Order (Skips to
 Stage 3 if Business uses in-house drivers)
 Stage 3: Business Accepts Order
 Stage 4: Driver confirms delivery has been made (Mark as Delivered button)— (Done automatically if

Business uses in-house staff to deliver)

Sales tax is set in Admin for the states of NY and NJ. To change your state find the “Update” button in “Group
Business Outer” and go into the to edit the numbers.

Many tabs and groups have specific conditions that will alter the appearance to fit the condition of situation
during the experience. Not all conditions are documented but are easy to see, simply double-click the “thing”
(group, tab, page, text field, etc.), then click Conditional to see the Conditions associated for the current
clicked “thing”.

App page height is 600 because the app works best visually this way on mobile. Everything on those pages still
fits regardless of how much is “stuffed” in there. You can always extend the groups to edit things and make
changes, but when you’re done change the height of the page back to 600 for an optimal mobile experience
(floating groups that hover can become unavailable if this isn’t set to 600).
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Bubble.is Docs: 
https://bubble.is/reference - Interface 
https://manual.bubble.is/ 
https://bubble.is/documentation 
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